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Abstrat
The purpose of this paper is twofold: rst we want to introdue a new type of hadroni intera-
tion model (neXus), whih has a muh more solid theoretial basis as, for example, presently used
models like qgsjet and venus, and ensures therefore a muh more reliable extrapolation towards
high energies. Seondly, we want to promote an extensive air shower (EAS) alulation sheme,
based on asade equations rather than expliit Monte Carlo simulations, whih is very aurate
in alulations of main EAS harateristis and extremely fast onerning omputing time. We
employ the neXus model to provide the neessary data on partile prodution in hadron-air ol-
lisions and present the average EAS harateristis for energies 1014 − 1017 eV. The experimental
data of the asa-blanka group are analyzed in the framework of the new model.
1 Introdution
Although osmi rays have been studied for many deades, there remain still many open questions,
in partiular onerning the high energy osmi rays above 1014 eV. One does neither know their
omposition nor the soures and aeleration mehanisms, partly beause of the fat that at these
high energies diret measurements are impossible due to the weak ux. But sine osmi ray
partiles initiate asades of seondaries in the atmosphere, the so-alled extensive air showers,
one may reonstrut osmi ray primaries by measuring shower harateristis. This reonstrution
requires, however, reliable model preditions for the simulation of EAS initiated by either protons
or nulei from helium to iron. The problem is that the energy of the osmi rays may exeed by
far the energy range aessible by modern olliders, where at most equivalent xed target energies
of roughly 1015 eV an be reahed. The projets of new generation EAS arrays are aimed even
to the energy region 1020 ÷ 1021 eV, and so the gap between the existing energy limit of ollider
data and the demands of osmi ray experiments is onsiderable. Moreover, the real reliable data
limits are essentially less than above mentioned, beause at present time ollider experiments do
not register partiles going into the extreme forward diretion and a number of other drawbaks
may be listed. Therefore there exists a real need of reasonable models, implementing the orret
physis, in order to be able to make extrapolations towards extremely high energies.
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Conerning models one has to distinguish between EAS models and hadroni interation models.
The latter ones like venus [1℄, qgsjet [2, 3℄, and sybill [4℄ are modeling hadron-hadron, hadron-
nuleus and nuleus-nuleus ollisions at high energies, being more or less sophistiated onerning
the theoretial input, and relying in any ase strongly on data from aelerator experiments. The
EAS models like orsika [5℄ are atually simulating the full asade of seondaries, using one of
the above-mentioned hadroni models for the hadroni interations and treating the well known
eletro-magneti part of the shower. It turns out that the model preditions of EAS simulations
depend substantially on the hoie of the hadroni interation model. In orsika, the average
eletron number in EAS at primary energy 1015 eV varies from 1.11 · 105 to 1.62 · 105 (at sea
level) depending on the hadroni interation model [6℄. So the right hoie of the model and its
parameters is extremely important.
Reently a new hadroni interation model neXus [7℄ has been proposed. It is haraterized
by a onsistent treatment for alulating ross setions and partile prodution, onsidering en-
ergy onservation stritly in both ases (whih is not the ase in all above-mentioned models!).
In addition, one introdues hard proesses in a natural way, avoiding any unphysial dependene
on artiial uto parameters. A single set of parameters is suient to t many basi spe-
tra in proton-proton and lepton-nuleon sattering, as well as in eletron-positron annihilation.
Briey: onerning theoretial onsisteny, neXus is onsiderably superior to the presently used
approahes, and allows a muh safer extrapolation to very high energies.
This new approah ures some of the main deienies of two of the standard proedures
urrently used: the Gribov-Regge theory and the eikonalized parton model, the theoretial basis of
the above-mentioned interation models. There, ross setion alulations and partile prodution
annot be treated in a onsistent way using a ommon formalism. In partiular, energy onservation
is taken are of in ase of partile prodution, but not onerning ross setion alulations. In
addition, hard ontributions depend ruially on some uto and diverge for the uto being zero.
Having a reliable hadroni interation model, one may now proeed to do air shower alulations.
It may appear that an ideal solution from the user's point of view is to use diret Monte Carlo
tehnique, where the asade is traed from the initial energy to the threshold one and the threshold
energy orresponds to the minimum energy registered by the array in question. But suh an
approah takes unreasonably muh omputer time and sometimes gives no possibility to analyze
experimental data in the appropriate way. Already at 1014 eV to 3 · 1016 eV, the experimental
statistis from the kasade experiment [8℄ is ten times bigger than the orresponding number
of simulated events. It should be mentioned that at higher energies (above 1017 eV) it is hardly
possible to use diret Monte Carlo alulations. Of ourse, some modiations, like the thinning
method [9℄, are possible and average values may be omputed.
In this paper, we follow an alternative approah, where one treats the air shower development
in terms of asade equations. Here, the asade evolution is haraterized by dierential energy
spetra of hadrons, whih one obtains by solving a system of integro-dierential equations. Cruial
input for these equations is the inlusive spetra of hadrons produed in hadron-air ollisions. These
spetra are obtained by performing neXus simulations and nally parameterizing the results.
Having solved the asade equations, we nally analyse the results of the asa-blanka group as
a rst appliation of our approah.
2 The NEXUS Model
The most sophistiated approah to high energy hadroni interations is the so-alled Gribov-
Regge theory [10, 11℄. This is an eetive eld theory, whih allows multiple interations to
happen in parallel, with phenomenologial objet alled Pomerons representing elementary
interations [12℄. Using the general rules of eld theory, one may express ross setions in terms
of a ouple of parameters haraterizing the Pomeron. Interferene terms are ruial, they assure
the unitarity of the theory.
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A big disadvantage is the fat that ross setions and partile prodution are not alulated
onsistently: the fat that energy needs to be shared between many Pomerons in ase of multiple
sattering is well taken into aount when onsidering partile prodution (in partiular in Monte
Carlo appliations), but not for ross setions [13℄.
Another problem is the fat that at high energies, one also needs a onsistent approah to
inlude both soft and hard proesses. The latter ones are usually treated in the framework of the
parton model, whih only allows to alulate inlusive ross setions.
Figure 1: The diagram representing a proton-nuleus ollision, or more preisely a proton interating with (for
simpliity) two target nuleons, taking into aount energy onservation. Here, the energy of the inoming proton
is shared between all the onstituents, whih provide the energy for interating with two target nuleons.
We reently presented a ompletely new approah [14, 15, 7℄ for hadroni interations and the
initial stage of nulear ollisions, whih is able to solve several of the above-mentioned problems.
We provide a rigorous treatment of the multiple sattering aspet, suh that questions of energy
onservation are learly determined by the rules of eld theory, both for ross setion and partile
prodution alulations. In both (!) ases, energy is properly shared between the dierent inter-
ations happening in parallel, see g. 1 for hadron-nuleus ollisions. This is the most important
and new aspet of our approah, whih we onsider a rst neessary step to onstrut a onsistent
model for high energy nulear sattering.
The elementary diagram, shown as the thik lines in the above diagrams, is the sum of the usual
soft Pomeron and the so-alled semi-hard Pomeron, where the latter one may be obtained from
perturbative QCD alulations (parton ladders). To some extent, our approah provides a link
between the Gribov-Regge approah and the parton model, we all it Parton-based Gribov-Regge
Theory.
3 System of Hadroni Casade Equations
EAS are produed as a result of the hadroni asade development in the atmosphere. We hara-
terize hadroni asades by the dierential spetra hn(E,X) of hadrons of type n with energy E
at an atmospheri depth X , the latter one being the integral over the atmospheri density ρ along
a straight line trajetory (not neessary radial) from some point P to innity,
X =
∫ ∞
P
ρ(x)dx, (1)
measured usually in g/cm2. The derease of the average hadron numbers due to ollisions with air
nulei is given as
dhn
dX
= −hn
λn
, (2)
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where the mean inelasti free path λn (in units of mass/area) an be expressed via the average
hadron-air ross-setion σ
(n)
inel and the average mass of air moleules mair :
λn =
mair
σ
(n)
inel
(3)
The seond proess to be onsidered is partile deay. The deay rate in the partile .m. system
is dhn/dτ = −hn/τ0, with τ0 being the partile life time. For a relativisti partile we nd
dhn
dX
= − Bn
EX
hn, (4)
with the deay onstant in energy units
Bn =
mn
αcτ0
, (5)
where mn is the hadron mass and c the veloity of light. The ratio α = ρ/X depends only weakly
on X and is for the following taken to be onstant, whih implies onstant Bn. If we take the
simple exponential barometri formula for the density ρ, we get
α =
ρ0 g cos θ
P0
, (6)
where ρ0 and P0 are density and pressure at (for example) sea level, g the gravitational aeleration
of the earth, and θ the zenith angle of the shower trajetory. In this paper, we only onsider the
ase θ = 0.
Based on the above disussion, a system of integro-dierential equations for the dierential
energy spetra hn of hadrons may be presented as
∂hn(E,X)
∂X
= −hn(E,X)
[
1
λn(E)
+
Bn
EX
]
(7)
+
∑
m
∫ Emax
E
hm(E
′, X)
[
Wmn(E
′, E)
λm(E′)
+
BmDmn(E
′, E)
E′X
]
dE′,
The quantities Wmn(E
′, E) and Dmn(E′, E) are the inlusive spetra of seondaries of type n and
energy E whih are produed in interations (W ) or deays (D) of primaries of type m and energy
E′. The energy Emax is the maximum energy onsidered. If the type of primary hadron is no, its
energy E0 and the asade originates at Xo, then one should add
hn(E,X = Xo) = δnnoδ(E − E0) (8)
as the boundary ondition. The more detailed onsideration of the problem may be found elsewhere
(see [16℄).
It is reasonable to inorporate in the system nuleons (and anti-nuleons), harged pions (Bpi =
114 GeV), harged kaons (BK = 852 GeV), and neutral kaons (BKo
L
= 205 GeV). As BKo
S
=
1.19 · 105 GeV, there is no sense to aount for neutral kaons KSo at energies ≪ BKoS . But these
partiles should be inluded if their energy exeeds 0.01BKo
S
. The values of deay onstants are
given at the height 11 km.
The omputational tehnique to solve the system (7) is based on the same priniple as the
traditional approahes [17, 18℄, but some improvements are introdued, whih enable one to avoid
too small steps when integrating over the depth [19℄. One disretizes the energy as
Ei = Emin · ci (9)
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with Emin ≃ 1 GeV and c suh that the number of points per order of magnitude is 10 ÷ 20.
Replaing the integral in the right-hand side of (7) by the orresponding sum, one may write
∂hni(X)
∂X
= −hni(X)
[
1
λni
+
Bn
EiX
]
+
∑
m
jmax∑
jmin
hmj(X)
[
W jimn
λmj
+
BmD
ji
mn
EjX
]
, (10)
with hni(X) =hn(Ei, X), λni = λn(Ei), and
W jimn =
∫ Emax(i)
Emin(i)
E
Ei
Wmn(Ej , E)dE (11)
Djimn =
∫ Emax(i)
Emin(i)
E
Ei
Dmn(Ej , E)dE (12)
with Emin(i) = Ei/
√
c and Emax(i) = Ei ·
√
c ( if i = j then Emax(i) = Ej ). The fator E/Ei
has been added in the integral to ensure exat energy onservation. The spetra Wmn(Ej , E) and
Dmn(Ej , E) must be provided in order to alulate the above integrals. The standard reipe for
alulating Dmn(Ej , E) may be found elsewhere ( see [16℄ or [5℄ ) and implies no diulties. The
alulation of Wmn(Ej , E) must be based on neXus simulations, as disussed below in detail.
Sine the Ej dependene is very smooth, there is no point to alulate the spetra for all energies
Ej . One rather hooses some referene energies Ej′ to alulate the spetra based on neXus
simulations, and then interpolates to obtain the spetra for the other energies. This method has
proven to be superior onerning the omputational time when ompared with the diret spetra
alulations over all energies. For the alulations in this paper we hoose two referene points
per order of magnitude, starting from 1011 eV: Ej′ = 10
11
eV, 1011.5 eV, 1012 eV et. up to 1017 eV
whih is at present the maximum energy attainable in the neXus model. As the neXus model is
not valid at energies below 1011 eV, the data obtained with other odes must be borrowed. In this
work we employ results obtained in [20℄, [21℄ whih are lose to preditions of the gheisha ode
[22℄ used in orsika.
The solution of the homogeneous equation
∂hni(X)
∂X
= −hni(X)
(
1
λni
+
Bn
EiX
)
(13)
has the form
hni(Xo +∆X) = hni(Xo) exp
{−∆X
λni
}(
Xo
Xo +∆X
)Bn/Ei
,
if for simpliity we neglet the weak dependene of Bn on X . The solution of the full equation
(10) may be written as
hni(Xo +∆X) = hni(Xo) exp
{
−∆X
λni
}(
Xo
Xo +∆X
)Bn/Ei
(14)
+
∑
m
jmax∑
jmin
∫ Xo+∆X
Xo
hmj(X
′)
[
W jimn
λmj
+
BmD
ji
mn
EjX ′
]
exp
{
−Xo +∆X −X
′
λni
}(
X ′
Xo +∆X
)Bn/Ei
dX ′
whih may be veried diretly. The above formula allows to alulate hni at depth Xo + ∆X ,
provided that hni(X) at X = Xo is known and all hmj(X) are also known for Xo ≤ X ≤ Xo+∆X
and j > i. So, starting from hni(Xo) one may sequentially nd hni(Xo + ∆X) and so on. Test
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alulations show that for Ei > Bn/3 it is quite suient to use Simpson's formula. Here, one
needs the values for hmj(Xo + ∆X/2), whih are obtained via interpolation. Whereas for pions
this works without problem, for kaons the requirement Ei > BK±/3 beomes more restritive and,
what is espeially essential, errors for one omponent manifest themselves in other omponents. In
order to retain auray without resorting to exessively small ∆X , the integration over X ′ in eq.
(14) is approximated as
Xo+∆X∫
Xo
f(X ′)
(
X ′
Xo +∆X
)Bpi/Ei
dX ′ = A1 f(Xo) +A2 f(Xo +∆X/2) +A3 f(Xo +∆X) (15)
and oeients A1, A2, A3 are found from the ondition that (15) is exat for a seond order
polynomial. The auray of ∼ 1% may be ahieved with ∆X ≃ 5 g/m2.
Other EAS harateristis (e.g. eletron and muon numbers) are omputed in a traditional
way as orresponding funtionals from funtions hn(E,X). Usually one assumes that neutral pions
deay immediately at the generation point and do not ontribute to the development of the hadroni
asade. This assumption is quite adequate at energies below the orresponding deay onstant
whih for neutral pions is about 3 · 1019eV. Moreover, as primary partiles are nuleons there is an
additional fator of ∼10 in our favour. So the number of neutral pions produed at depth X may
be obtained as
hpi0(Ei, X) =
∑
m
jmax∑
j=i
hmj(X)
[
1
λmj
W jimpi0 +
Bm
EjX
Djimpi0
]
(16)
where we substitute n by pi0 in the seond term of the right-hand side of eq. (10). The eletron
number Ne at depth T is given as
Ne(T ) =
imax∑
i=1
∫ T
0
hpi0(Ei, X0)NG(y, t)
2
1 + s
dX0 (17)
where y = ln(Ei/β) is the logarithmi energy in units of the ritial energy of eletrons in air
(β = 81.106 eV) and t = (T −X0)/T0 is the depth dierene in radiation units (T0 =37.1 g/m2).
The fator 2/(1 + s) aounts for energy sharing between two photons, with s being the shower
age parameter s = 3t/(t+ 2y). The funtion NG is referred to as Greisen's formula [23℄,
NG =
0.31√
y
exp
{
t
[
1− 3
2
ln(s)
]}
, (18)
whih predits the eletron number at depth T in the shower, produed by a primary photon with
energy Ei at depth X0.
As a rule, experimental EAS arrays an detet muons with energies above a ertain threshold
Ethrµ. The number of suh muons may be obtained as follows:
Nµ(Eµ > Ethrµ, T ) =
∑
m
∑
i:Ei>Ethrµ
∑
j≥i
∫ T
0
hmj(X)
Bm
EjX
Djimµ W (Ei, X,Ethrµ, T ) dX, (19)
where Djimµ denes the number of muons with energy Ei resulting from the deay of hadronm with
energy Ej , W (Ei, X,Ethrµ, T ) is the probability that a muon produed at depth X with energy
Ei will survive between X and T and its nal energy at T will be greater than Ethrµ.
For the most important hannels of muon prodution (pi± → µ± + νµ and K± → µ± + νµ are
responsible for about 95% of all muons) values of Djimµ are governed by the simple two body deay
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kinematis. If we onsider the atmosphere to be isotermi then the funtion W (Ei, X,Ethrµ, T )
may be written expliitly:
W (Ei, X,Ethrµ, T ) = θ
(
Ei − Ethrµ − (T −X) dE
dX
){
X
T
Ei − (T −X) dEdX
Ei
}Bµ/(Ei+X dEdX )
(20)
where θ is the step funtion and dEdX is the ionization loss rate.
4 Calulations of the Inlusive Spetra
In this setion, we disuss how to obtain the matriesW jimn, representing inlusive partile spetra,
based on neXus alulations.
The rst step evidently amounts to performing a number of neXus simulations to alulate
the energy spetrum of produed (seondary) hadrons of type h,
E
dNhinh
dE
(Ein, E), (21)
in a hadron plus nitrogen reation hinN → hX for dierent inident hadrons hin, eah one at
dierent energies Ein. For the inident energies, we use
Ejin = 10
2+j/2GeV, j = 0, 1, . . .12, (22)
and for the inident hadron types, we take nuleons, harged pions, harged kaons, and neutral
kaons K0L, for the seondary ones in addition neutral pions and K
0
S (spetra of K
0
S are assumed to
be idential to K0L). All other hadrons are assumed to deay immediately.
neXus is based on the Monte Carlo tehnique, implying automatially statistial utuations,
whih are in partiular large, when the prodution of seondaries with energies approahing the
primary one is examined. The inuene of the limited statistis obtained via neXus Monte Carlo
simulations may be eliminated to some extent if an appropriate smoothing proedure is applied.
Suh a proedure provides the opportunity to exploit the orresponding `smoothened' spetrum
at a xed primary energy as a ontinuous funtion of the energy E of seondaries, instead of
onsidering disrete values only. Moreover, it enables one to impose ertain restritions on the
shape of inlusive spetra. For example, we assume the E dependene of W for x = E/Ein → 1
to be proportional to x−1(1− x)α, where a is taken from theoretial onsiderations or just as a t
parameter. We use the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) method [24℄ to t the Monte Carlo spetra by
analyti ontinuous funtions in E,
E
dNhmhn
dE
(Ejin, E)→Wmn(Ejin, E) (23)
for the dierent inident hadrons hm and seondaries hn for the above-mentioned values E
j
in for the
inident energy. This method nds the minimum χ2 and its algorithm onsists in the ombination
of the inverse-Hessian method and the steepest desent method. It is one of the standard non-linear
least-square approahes and its detailed desription may be found elsewhere [25℄. The statistis
of 105 events for eah of the referene energies Ejin is suient to alulate Wmn(E
j
in, E) within
∼ (0.1÷ 0.2)% auray.
As an example, we show in gs. 2 and 3 the Monte Carlo results for inident harged pions
with energies of 1011 eV and 1017 eV, together with the orresponding t funtions Wmn(E
j
in, E).
Similarly exellent ts are obtained for all the other spetra. For purposes of more eient om-
puting, two sets of Monte Carlo spetra are used, whih exploit dierent E-sales: a linear one for
large energies of seondaries (right gures) and a logarithmi sale for small ones (left gures).
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Figure 2: Inlusive spetra (points) from neXus simulations and the orresponding smoothened spetra
Wmn(E
j
in
, E) (lines) for inident harged pions and dierent seondaries hn, for inident energy Ein = 10
11
eV,
as a funtion of the seondary energy E (left) and x = E/Ein (right).
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Figure 3: Same as g. 2, but for inident energy Ein = 10
17
eV.
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Using analyti expressions for the spetra, we an now proeed to alulate integrated spetra,
W imn(E
j
in) =
∫ Ei·√c
Ei/
√
c
E
Ei
Wmn(E
j
in, E)dE (24)
with Ei = Emin c
i
for 1 ≤ i ≤ imax. For the atual alulation, we use c = 100.1 and imax = 81.
We obtain the integrated spetra for arbitrary inident energies Ein via an interpolation formula
W˜ imn(Ein), and we an thus alulate these quantities in partiular for all the energies Ej :
W jimn = W˜
i
mn(Ej). (25)
One ould have alulated the integrated spetra diretly for all the energies Ej , but due to the
weak energy dependene of the spetra it is muh more eient to proeed as disussed above.
5 Solving the Casade Equations
Having all the ingredients, we are now able to solve the asade equations as disussed above to
obtain the dierential hadron spetra hn(Ei, X). The method adopted gives the possibility to
alulate average harateristis of EAS within ∼ 1% auray. Based on the inlusive spetra, we
may alulate numbers of dierent hadrons Nhi as well as numbers of eletrons Ne and Nµ for a
number of observation levels X in the atmosphere. In g. 4, we show the dependenies of the
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Figure 4: Number of eletrons Ne, muons Nµ (Eµ > 1 GeV), and all hadrons Nh (Eh > 50 GeV) as a funtion of
the atmospheri depth X for dierent inident energies Ein (in eV, from top to bottom): 10
16
, 1015.5, 1015, 1014.5.
number of eletrons Ne, muons Nµ (Eµ > 1 GeV), and all hadrons Nh (Eh > 50 GeV) on the depth
X for dierent inident energies. One observes the expeted inrease of the partile numbers with
energy and as well the shift of the shower maximum towards larger X with inreasing energy. In
g. 5, we show the orresponding harateristis for individual hadrons. The pions are by far most
dominant, followed by nuleons, then harged kaons andK0L, whereasK
0
S are the least frequent due
to the short life time. In g. 6, we show the total hadroni energy as a funtion of the atmospheri
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Figure 5: Numbers of dierent hadrons Nhi (Ehi > 50 GeV) as a funtion of the atmospheri depth X for dierent
inident energies Ein.
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Figure 6: Total hadroni energy E as a funtion of the atmospheri depth X for dierent inident energies (in eV,
from top to bottom): 1016, 1015.5, 1015, 1014.5.
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depth X for dierent inident energies. Obviously the hadroni energy is highest for the highest
inident energy. With inreasing atmospheri depth, the hadroni energy drops exponentially, due
to its onversion into the energy of eletro-magneti asade (and to some extent into muon and
neutrino energy).
6 Some Results of Calulations
It is ertainly the main purpose of this paper to introdue a new, sophistiated hadroni interation
model, partiularly suited for high energy hadroni interations, and, at the same time, to explain
the use of asade equations rather than expliit simulations for the air shower alulation. So we
do not want to present extensive appliations of this approah, but rather disuss one instrutive
example.
The asa-blana group [26℄ published reently very interesting results onerning the om-
position of osmi rays in the energy range 1014-1017 eV. From the results shown in the previous
setion, we an easily alulate the shower maximum Xmax as a funtion of the inident energy
Ein. We alulate as well the shower maximum for inident nulei (with mass number A) assuming
that it is given by the result for nuleon at a redued energy Ein/A. As it had been shown (see,
for example, [27, 3℄) this simple superposition presription works well for average harateristis of
nuleus-indued EAS. In g. 7 we show the shower maximum Xmax for inident nuleons (upper
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Figure 7: The shower maximum Xmax for inident nuleons (upper urve) and iron (lower urve) as a funtion of
the inident energy Ein together with the data [26℄.
urve) and iron (lower urve) as a funtion of the inident energy Ein together with the data.
Comparing our alulations with the data we nd an exellent agreement with the results of anal-
ysis arried out in [28℄ on the basis of qgsjet and venus models, i.e. we onrm the hange to
a heavier primary omposition at energies above the knee of the primary osmi ray spetrum,
whih has been earlier reported by the group of Mosow State University [29, 30℄, as well as the
novel feature disovered by the asa-blana group - lightening of the omposition at energies
just before the knee.
The above statement an be made more quantitative by studying the so-alled mean nulear
mass 〈A〉, whih is dened to be the nulear mass whih would t best the experimental data. In
g. 8, we plot the mean logarithmi mass ln〈A〉 as a funtion of the inident energy Ein together
with qgsjet and venus results obtained in [26℄. As already mentioned above, the mass number
has learly a minimum at around 1015.5 eV, for higher energies the mass is inreasing again. The
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neXus results are quite similar to the qgsjet ones, whereas venus has a tendeny towards higher
masses. One should keep in mind, however, that venus is stritly speaking already outside its
energy range of validity, whih makes its predition somewhat unertain.
It is worth to note that the observed qualitative behaviour for the primary omposition may
be obtained in the framework of the diusion model for osmi ray propagation if one assumes a
large magneti halo for the Galaxy with antisymmetri magneti eld [31℄. As it has been shown
in [32℄ suh a onguration of the galati magneti eld agrees with the measurements and allows
to explain naturally the observed sharpness of the knee in the primary energy spetrum.
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Figure 8: The mean logarithmi mass ln〈A〉 as a funtion of the inident energy Ein. We ompare our neXus
results with the qgsjet and venus ones obtained in [26℄.
7 Summary and Outlook
We introdued a new type of hadroni interation model (neXus), whih has a muh more solid
theoretial basis when ompared, for example, to presently used models suh as qgsjet and venus,
and so provides muh more reliable preditions at superhigh energies where there are no ollider
data yet. A partiular feature of the model is a onsistent treatment for alulating ross setions
and partile prodution onsidering energy onservation stritly in both ases. In addition, one
introdues hard proesses avoiding any unnatural dependene on artiial uto parameters. Using
a single set of parameters, neXus is able to t many basi spetra in proton-proton and lepton-
nuleon sattering, as well as in eletron-positron annihilation. So it is worth to point out one
more that onerning theoretial onsisteny, neXus is onsiderably superior to the models in
urrent use, and allows a muh safer extrapolation to superhigh energies whih are very important
in osmi ray studies.
We explained in detail an air shower alulation sheme, based on asade equations, whih is
quite aurate in alulating main harateristis of air showers, being extremely fast onerning
omputing time. We perform the alulation using the neXus model to provide the neessary
tables onerning partile prodution in hadron-air ollisions.
As an appliation, we alulated the shower maximum as a funtion of the inident energy for
inident protons and iron, to ompare with orresponding data. Based on these data, we alulated
as well the so-alled mean nulear mass. We are thus able to onrm that the average mass as a
funtion of the inident energy shows a minimum around 1015.5 eV.
Problems where it is possible to ignore utuations are not too numerous. So an unavoidable
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question arises how to retain alulation eieny at reasonable level and at the same time to
aount for utuations. But the answer to this really ruial question is well known and proves
to be rather simple. One needs to employ a ombination of the Monte Carlo tehhnique and
numerial solutions of hadroni asade equations in the atmosphere. The expliit simulation
should be arried out from the primary (initial) energy Ein to some threshold Ethr = kE0, where
k ∼ 10−2 − 10−3. Numerous alulations showed (see, for example, [3℄) that there is no sense in
going below this threshold as it does not inrease the auray of EAS utuation determination. So
ontributions from hadrons with energies below Ethr may be aounted for in average. Numerial
solutions of hadroni asade equations an produe orresponding tables with suient auray
and in a very short time.
Here we do not onsider alulations of lateral distributions of shower partiles as this problem
will be disussed in our next paper. But we would like to point out that there is a rather important
lass of problems onneted with giant EAS arrays aimed at primary energies ≥ 1020eV (see [33℄).
For these arrays it is suient to alulate lateral distributions only at large distanes (above 100
m) from the shower axis. Suh a situation makes it possible to treat the problem as a ombination of
the one-dimensional approah for hadrons with energy≥ 1011eV and the rigorous three-dimensional
tehnique for low energy region only.
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